
 
 
Dear Applicant 
 
My name is Dr Matt Kedzierski and I am writing to you as the Programme Director for MSc TESOL in 
the School of Education, University of Bristol. I am pleased to have offered you a place on the 
programme for the coming academic year and I look forward to welcoming you to Bristol in 
September.  
 
I want to take this opportunity to give you a bit more information about the programme and to 
introduce the TESOL team.  
 
What’s distinctive about us? 
We pride ourselves in having developed a unique offer that draws on your professional experiences 
while building your research knowledge in cutting edge areas of the TESOL curriculum. The 
programme is the perfect choice for language teachers, materials and curriculum developers, 
assessment specialists and policy makers, who wish to update and enhance their knowledge and skills 
base, and who aspire to take up leadership roles in the future. Thanks to our focus on research-
informed teaching and world-class research environment, many of our alumni have pursued doctoral 
study in TESOL and applied linguistics, both at Bristol and other leading universities. 

The programme’s curriculum is balanced, regularly updated, and delivered in three key stages. In the 
autumn term (late September to early December), we help you develop and consolidate a strong 
theoretical, but practice-oriented, foundation in the interrelated areas of foreign language learning 
and foreign language teaching, including pedagogical innovations such as communicative language 
teaching and the use of technology in the classroom. In addition, you will be introduced to the key 
principles of TESOL research evaluation and research design. In the spring term (January to March), 
we explore the nature of ‘language’ and how it affects what we include on the syllabus and what 
methods we use to teach it. You will also complete two additional units, selected from a list of 
options, which allows you the freedom to focus on issues you are particularly interested in. The final 
stage of the programme is the dissertation. Between April and early September, you will work on a 
one-to-one basis with an expert in your chosen area to design, carry out and report on a research 
study exploring a TESOL-related topic. This will allow you to deploy the knowledge base and research 
skills obtained on the programme in order to investigate a practical problem or a theoretical issue of 
your choice. 

Autumn Term Spring Term Summer Term 

Second Language Learning Analysing Language for TESOL 

Dissertation (Tutorials; 
Fieldwork; Writing-up) 

Pedagogy and Curriculum in 
TESOL Optional Unit 1 

Research Methods in TESOL Optional Unit 2 

 



 
How will you learn? 
In delivering the programme, we draw on best practice and insights from research into how learning 
happens and how it can be maximised. We avoid long lectures, believing that people learn best when 
they are fully engaged in meaningful tasks. We prioritise discovery learning and group work, and we 
often employ the ‘flipped classroom’ model. Readings and audio-visual material for each class, as well 
as PowerPoint slides and handouts are made available to you ahead of time via our online learning 
environment (Blackboard). We don’t believe in exams; and so your progress will be assessed through 
a range of tasks, including individual and group presentations, essays, critiques and portfolios of work. 
Your learning will be further supported through seminars, unit tutorials, personal tutorials, and 
dissertation supervision meetings. 
 
Meet the Team 
MSc TESOL at Bristol University is delivered by a team of applied linguists with a range of specialisms 
and a wealth of experience. We strongly believe that good quality teaching at Master’s level must be 
informed by research, and so all members of our TESOL team are also active researchers. We regularly 
collaborate with colleagues in the UK and overseas on language-related projects, we share our 
research findings at international conferences, and our work has been published in some of the 
leading journals in applied linguistics and education.   

The core team for 2018-19 consists of Dr Frances Giampapa, whose teaching and 
research interests focus on multiliteracies, language and identities in multilingual 
contexts, and ethnographic field methods. Frances has conducted research 
studies in Australia, Canada, the UK and Spain; and most recently, she has been 
involved in a fascinating project which investigated the appropriation of English 
as a global language in schools in central Spain. Her research not only comes from 
her academic interests but also her personal experiences having grown up in a 
multilingual migrant family and having lived in several countries, including 
Australia and Canada.  

Dr Guoxing Yu is an expert in assessment with research interests in language 
testing, school effectiveness, and educational quality in relation to language and 
literacy development, measurement of learning power, and assessment policies. 
In his academic work, Guoxing has employed a range of innovative research 
methods, including eye-tracking and large-scale quantitative data management 
and analysis (e.g. multilevel modelling using MLwin). He is an Executive Editor of 
the journal Assessment in Education, and was involved in establishing the BAAL 
Testing, Evaluation and Assessment Special Interest Group. 

The third member of the team is Dr Matt Kedzierski. His teaching focuses on 
foreign language pedagogy, education policy, and critical discourse studies. Matt 
has studied, worked and conducted research in the UK, mainland China, Hong 
Kong and Poland. His most recent projects have focused on the growing use of 
English as a medium of instruction in higher education in East Asia and on the 
mechanisms behind the globalising of Mandarin Chinese as a foreign language. 
As the Director of MSc TESOL, Matt is also responsible for leading the academic 
administration of the programme and ensuring that you are fully supported 
during your time at Bristol University.  
 

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/cmm/software/mlwin/


In addition to the core TESOL team, the teaching, dissertation supervision and personal tutoring on 
the programme is also supported by other colleagues from the School of Education, ensuring that you 
are always working with the academics who have the most relevant expertise to your needs. 
 

What else do we offer? 

The University of Bristol is known internationally for its world-leading research, high quality teaching, 
and excellent learning resources. The School of Education, in which we are based, has repeatedly 
been ranked among the best in the UK for research excellence, and our programme offers high 
attainment, progression to doctoral study and employability rates for alumni. 

Apart from the learning that takes place in the classroom, in the past, our students have had 
opportunities to visit a local Bristol school (see St. Werburgh Park Nursery school) to gain insights 
into educational practices of multicultural, multilingual urban early years setting. Our students have 
also been able to work with the PGCE English language teacher trainees at the School of Education. 
These types of activities have resulted in TESOL students making links with local schools and working 
as volunteers in a variety of educational settings. Finally, all of our students have access to our wider 
research community in the School of Education, including seminars and lectures by leading 
academics, as well as a variety of events across the University.  

Your decision to pursue the MSc TESOL at Bristol is a great choice, and we are confident that you will 
not only enjoy the academic challenges but also the personal ones. Bristol is a vibrant and safe place 
and in 2017 it was named as the UK's most desirable location in the Sunday Times Best Places to Live 
Guide.  
 
In order to support preparations for your arrival please bookmark our ‘New Student Webpages’.   
These webpages will contain information and reminders on pre-arrival tasks to support your 
academic study. You can also find out about the experiences of past students in our 100 stories 
project.  
 
If you have any questions about the programme or would like any support in helping you prepare for 
the programme, please do contact us. 
 
With best wishes, 
  
Dr Matt Kedzierski 
MSc TESOL Programme Director 
School of Education 
University of Bristol 
 
If you are not already following us on Twitter we recommend you do so.  This is a great way to start 
becoming part of the SoE community and we would love to hear from you on your reasons for 
applying, aspirations and preparations for arrival by using the #MySOEBristol and tagging us 
@SoEBristol.  

 

 

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/education/study/new-students/
http://100stories.edn.bris.ac.uk/education/centenary/stories/
http://100stories.edn.bris.ac.uk/education/centenary/stories/
https://twitter.com/GSOEBristol
https://twitter.com/hashtag/MyGSOEBristol?src=hash

